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Abstract
Many compact young radio sources have been observed. Population studies have shown that
their activity must be intermittent, with active and inactive timescales being roughly 10^4 and
10^5 years respectively. In this talk, I will describe an AGN feedback mechanism occurring at
parsec scale to explain such an intermittency. The accretion mode in these sources is hot
accretion such as ADAFs. In a hot accretion flow, the radiation from the innermost region of
the flow propagates outward and heats the electrons at large radii via Compton scattering. If the
radiation is strong enough, L > 2% L_Edd, the electrons at the Bondi radius will be heated to
be above the virial temperature thus the accretion will be stopped. The accretion will recover
after the gas cools down. This results in the oscillation of the black hole activity. The
calculated durations of active and inactive phases are consistent with those required to explain
these compact radio sources. Some background knowledge will be presented at the beginning
of the talk.
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